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The authors wish to add the following to the legend for Fig. 5B: “The vector and wt Bax control plots are identical to those shown in Fig. 2B because both the Bax D68R and Bax S184L mutants were run simultaneously with these controls in the same experiments.” This omission does not affect the conclusions of the article. The figure and its corrected legend appear below.

**Fig. 5.** Enhanced killing when Bax D68R is forced onto membranes. (A) MEF may possess sufficient endogenous Bcl-xL (blue) to counter the small fraction of membrane-bound Bax D68R (orange) (Fig. 2A). This capacity might be overwhelmed if the predominantly cytosolic Bax D68R is driven onto membranes. (B) Bax S184L is fully functional. The viability of reconstituted bax-/- bak-/- MEF (described in Fig. 2A) after etoposide treatment (0–10 μM) for 24 h was assessed by propidium iodide exclusion using flow cytometry. The vector and wt Bax control plots are identical to those shown in Fig. 2B because both the Bax D68R and Bax S184L mutants were run simultaneously with these controls in the same experiments. (C) Combining the deregulated D68R mutation with S184L enhances Bax-mediated apoptosis. Colony formation was assessed for parental bax-/- bak-/- MEF, or these MEF stably overexpressing Bcl-xL, after infection with retroviruses expressing WT Bax or mutant (D68R, S184L, or D68R/S184L) forms of Bax. Data represent means ± 1 SEM of 3 or more independent experiments. Results were compared using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t tests. ns, P > 0.05.
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A central issue in the control of apoptosis is whether its essential mediators Bax and Bak must be restrained by Bcl-2-like prosurvival relatives to prevent their damaging mitochondria and unleashing apoptosis. The issue is particularly vexed for Bax, which is largely a cytosolic monomer in unstressed cells. To determine whether Bax regulation requires its binding by prosurvival relatives, we replaced a conserved aspartate in its BH3 interaction domain with arginine. Bax D68R functioned and behaved like wild-type Bax in localization and activation but had greatly impaired binding to the prosurvival family members. Nevertheless, Bcl-xL remained able to block apoptosis induced by Bax D68R. Whereas cells with sufficient Bcl-xL tolerated expression of Bax D68R, it provoked apoptosis when Bcl-xL was absent, downregulated, or inactivated. Moreover, Bax D68R rendered membrane bound by a C-terminal anchor mutation overwhelmed endogenous Bcl-xL and killed cells. These unexpected results suggest that engagement of Bax by its prosurvival relatives is a major barrier to its full activation. We propose that the Bcl-2-like proteins must capture the small proportion of Bax molecules with an exposed BH3 domain, probably on the mitochondrial membrane, to prevent Bax-imposed cell death, but that Bcl-xL also controls Bax by other mechanisms.

Results

A Bax Mutant Impaired for Binding Prosurvival Bcl-2 Proteins. The BH3 domain of Bax is essential for its interaction with prosurvival relatives (6, 8) and binds into their surface groove (7). Mutagenesis and structural studies of prosurvival proteins complexed with BH3 peptides (e.g., refs. 7, 20) indicate that the critical BH3 residues (Fig. 1A) include not only 4 conserved hydrophobic residues (boldface) but also an invariant aspartate (red), which consistently binds an invariant arginine in the receptor groove (blue), as depicted for the Bcl-xL:BimBH3 complex [supporting information (SI) Fig. S1A] (20). We focused on this electrostatic interaction because replacing the solvent-exposed Bax D68 (Fig. S1B) (9) is unlikely to perturb its overall conformation. To convert the electrostatic attraction in the heterodimer to charge repulsion, we replaced the acidic aspartate with the basic arginine in human Bax, creating Bax D68R.

To evaluate whether association of Bax D68R with its prosurvival relatives was impaired, we tested whether the overexpressed tagged proteins coimmunoprecipitated from lysates prepared using the nonionic detergent Triton X-100, which promotes heterodimerization. As expected, WT Bax interacted with all 4 prosurvival proteins tested (Fig. 1B), whereas any association of Bax D68R was below the level of detection (more sensitive association studies are dis-
Bax D68R Is Localized Normally and Activated in Response to Cytotoxic Drugs. We next compared the localization and function of Bax D68R with WT Bax. To preclude any complications due to endogenous Bax or Bak, we analyzed bax/−/− bak/−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) reconstituted with FLAG-tagged Bax or Bax D68R. These proteins were stably expressed at comparable levels (Figs. 2A and S2A), only approximately 3-fold higher than endogenous Bax in MEF (data not shown). Like WT Bax, Bax D68R localized predominantly in the cytosol of unstimulated cells (Figs. 2A and S2B) but shifted into the membrane-integrated (carbonate-resistant) fraction when the cells were stressed (Fig. 2A). Importantly, Bax D68R retained full proapoptotic activity. The cells bearing Bax D68R and WT Bax were comparably sensitive to etoposide (Fig. 2B), and monitoring Bax activation with a conformation-specific antibody showed that both proteins were activated at a similar rate (Fig. S1C).

Prosurvival Control of Bax D68R Is Perturbed. Because Bax D68R was not constitutively active (Figs. 2B and S2C), we wondered whether Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bcl-w, or Mcl-1, each of which directly restrains WT Bax (15), might still regulate Bax D68R. To explore this, we used a panel of BH3-only ligands that bind to overlapping subsets of the prosurvival proteins (14, 16). As summarized in Fig. 2C, Bim targets all 4 of the prosurvival protein expressed in MEF; A1 is not expressed (17). The more selective Bad, or its mimic ABT-737 (21, 22), targets Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, and Bcl-w but not Mcl-1; conversely, Noxa neutralizes only Mcl-1, whereas the Noxa BH3 mutant m3 also targets Bcl-2 and Bcl-w but not Bcl-2 (16).

We assessed the viability of bax/−/− bak/−/− MEF expressing Bax or Bax D68R after infection with retroviruses encoding these BH3-only ligands (Fig. 2D), or treatment with ABT-737 (Fig. S3A).

As expected, the cells expressing Bax were killed by Bim but not by the more selective Bad, Noxa, or Noxa m3 (15, 16), nor by ABT-737. Surprisingly, however, cells expressing Bax D68R were also sensitive to Bad, ABT-737, and Noxa m3 (Figs. 2D and S3A). Given that neither Bad nor ABT-737 targets Mcl-1, this result implies that endogenous Mcl-1 is not sufficient to restrain Bax D68R. Similarly, the sensitivity to Noxa m3 implies that Bcl-2 cannot prevent Bax D68R activation. We therefore inferred that either Bcl-xL or Bcl-w (or both) might constrain Bax D68R.

Bcl-xL Deficiency Renders Bax D68R Fully Active. If only Bcl-xL or Bcl-w restrained Bax D68R, we reasoned that cells lacking either might become vulnerable to Bax D68R. To test this hypothesis, we infected MEF lacking specific prosurvival proteins with retroviruses expressing Bax or Bax D68R. Whereas each knockout line tolerated expression of WT Bax, Bax D68R induced apoptosis in the bcl-xL/−/− MEF but not the others (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, expression of Bax D68R abolished colony formation of bcl-xL/−/− MEF (Fig. 3B, Top) but coexpressed Bcl-xL rescued the colony formation (Fig. 3B, Lower). These results implicated Bcl-xL as the sole functional block to Bax D68R activation.

To address the possibility that endogenous Bcl-xL prevented Bax
D68R activation simply because its level was higher than that of other family members, we overexpressed each prosurvival protein in bcl-x<sup>-/-</sup> MEF before introducing Bax or Bax D68R. Bcl-2 and Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> were highly expressed and Bcl-w and Mcl-1 modestly (Fig. 2A). Even though Bcl-2, Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>, and Bcl-w protected against killing by etoposide (Fig. S3C), only Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> rescued the cells from killing by Bax D68R. Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> mt1, a mutant incapable of binding Bax (23), was also incapable of countering Bax D68R (Fig. 3C).

To confirm that killing by Bax D68R in the absence of Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> does not require endogenous Bax or Bak, we first showed that an shRNA to Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> efficiently reduced its level in bax<sup>-/-</sup> bak<sup>-/-</sup> MEF (Fig. S3D). That shRNA abolished colony formation by the bax<sup>-/-</sup> bak<sup>-/-</sup> MEF reconstituted with Bax D68R but not Bax (Fig. S3E), consistent with the results observed in cells lacking Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> (Fig. 3).

Thus, whereas each prosurvival protein regulates WT Bax (15), these experiments (Figs. 2D and 3, and Fig. S3A and E) strongly implicate Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> as the sole barrier in MEF to Bax D68R activation. When that barrier is lowered, Bax D68R becomes fully active.

**Fig. 3.** Bax D68R is constitutively active in the absence of Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>. (A) Bax D68R kills MEF lacking Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>. The viability of MEF lacking the indicated prosurvival proteins was determined by propidium iodide exclusion 24 h after infection with retroviruses expressing either WT or D68R Bax. (B) Bax D68R prevents colony formation by Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>-deficient MEF. The bcl-x<sup>-/-</sup> MEF or a subclone stably expressing Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> were infected with retroviruses expressing Bax, Bax D68R, or an empty control vector and colony formation assessed 6 d later. (C) Only Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> counters apoptosis induced by Bax D68R in MEF lacking Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>. The viability of bcl-x<sup>-/-</sup> MEF stably expressing the indicated prosurvival proteins was determined 24 h after reinfection with a Bax or Bax D68R retrovirus. Data in A and C (except for Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> mt1) represent means ± 1 SEM of 3 or more independent experiments.

**Other Cell Types Are also Vulnerable Specifically to Bax D68R.** To investigate whether Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> was the sole restraint on Bax D68R in other cell types, we first downregulated Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> with shRNA in FDC-P1 myeloid cells (Fig. S3F). Even the partial reduction of Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> achieved unabated colony formation specifically in the cells expressing Bax D68R but not Bax (Fig. S3G).

We also tested the impact of Bax D68R in B and T cell blasts. Because survival of mature B and T lymphocytes is unaffected by Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> deficiency (24), we reasoned that these cells might have insufficient Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> to restrain Bax D68R. Indeed, both B and T cells tolerated Bax but not Bax D68R (Fig. S3H).

**Bax D68R Binds Weakly to the Prosurvival Proteins.** Because Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> constrained Bax D68R functionally despite their failure to coimmunoprecipitate (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1C), we hypothesized that they might interact with an affinity below the threshold for coimmunoprecipitation. To test interaction of the full-length proteins in the absence of other family members, we used a functional assay in yeast (25), based on the well-established ability of Bax to block yeast growth and of coexpressed Bcl-2 to rescue it (26). Unlike other interaction assays, such as the yeast two-hybrid system, this approach tests whether the native proteins can associate. As expected, yeast expressing Bax alone formed no colonies (Fig. 4A, Center, lane 1), but coexpression of Bcl-2, Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>, Bcl-w, or Mcl-1 efficiently rescued colony formation (Fig. 4A, Center, lanes 2–5). Although Bax D68R also prevented growth (Fig. 4A, Right, lane 1), colony formation was rescued substantially by Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> (Fig. 4A, Right, lane 3) and weakly by Mcl-1 (Fig. 4A, Right, lane 5) but not by Bcl-2 or Bcl-w (Fig. 4A, Right, lanes 2 and 4). Because yeast lack the apoptotic machinery of mammalian cells, the ability of Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> to antagonize Bax D68R in yeast as well as mammalian cells would be consistent with the notion that Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> protects against it by

---

**Fig. 4.** Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> antagonizes Bax D68R in yeast but binds only weakly to a Bax D68R BH3 peptide. (A) Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> counters growth suppression of yeast by Bax D68R. Yeast cotransformed with constructs encoding the indicated prosurvival proteins and Bax or Bax D68R (all full length), each under the control of an inducible (GAL) promoter were spotted onto repressing glucose (OFF) or inducing galactose (ON) plates as 5-fold serial dilutions. Images are representative of 2 independent experiments. (B) Relative affinity (IC<sub>50</sub> in μM) of the C-terminally truncated prosurvival proteins (see Materials and Methods) for WT or D68R Bax BH3 peptides (34-mers), determined by solution competition assays. Data shown represent means ± 1 SD of 2 independent experiments.

*Data from experiments using human Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>Δ45–84ΔC24; comparable results were obtained with mouse Bcl-x<sub>L</sub>ΔC24.
direct association, even though they do not coimmunoprecipitate (Fig. 1B).

To assess the affinities of prosurvival family members for the Bax D68R BH3 domain, we compared their binding in solution competition assays to long (34-mer) peptides spanning the BH3 of WT or D68R Bax. The mutant peptide did not bind detectably to Mcl-1 (IC₅₀ > 100 μM), it did bind weakly to Bcl-xl, Bcl-2, and Bcl-w but at affinities (9.7–25 μM) more than 2 orders of magnitude weaker than to the WT Bax BH3 peptide (Fig. 4B). Because Bcl-xl did not bind to the Bax D68R BH3 peptide more tightly than did Bcl-2 or Bcl-w, we infer that its ability to protect against full-length Bax D68R in mammalian cells (Fig. 3) and yeast (Fig. 4A) is unlikely to rely on binding via the Bax BH3 domain (see Discussion).

**Enforced Membrane Localization Makes Bax D68R Even More Potent.**

We hypothesized that, in unstressed cells, endogenous Bcl-xl can constrain Bax D68R, despite their weak affinity, because only a very small proportion of the Bax molecules, perhaps that already present on membranes (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2B), must be sequestered to maintain viability (Fig. 5A; see Discussion). If so, shifting Bax D68R to the membranes might allow it to overwhelm endogenous Bcl-xl (Fig. 5A). Replacing serine 184 in the C-terminal anchor (Fig. S4A) with a hydrophobic residue targets Bax to mitochondria but leaves it inactive in the absence of a cytotoxic stimulus (27). Such mutations both render the anchor more lipophilic and prevent the phosphorylation of S184 that, in some cells, keeps Bax cytosolic (28, 29). As expected, Bax S184L localized predominantly to the carbonate-resistant fraction, indicating membrane integration (Fig. S4B), and responded like WT Bax to a death stimulus (Fig. 5B and Fig. S4C).

Notably, even though otherwise unstressed bax⁻/⁻baka⁻/⁻ MEF tolerated the Bax D68R or S184L single mutants, Bax D68R/S184L induced apoptosis in the absence of any other stimulus (Fig. S4D) and substantially reduced clonal growth (Fig. 5C). Because neither the Bax D68R nor S184L mutant on their own kill bax⁻/⁻baka⁻/⁻ cells, we suggest that the double mutant increased the proportion of Bax molecules that must be sequestered beyond the capacity of endogenous Bcl-xl (Fig. 5A). Accordingly, Bcl-xl overexpression restored the balance and prevented the death induced by Bax D68R/S184L (Fig. 5C).

**Discussion**

**Prosurvival Constraint Is Essential to Prevent Bax-Mediated Apoptosis.** A major unresolved issue in initiation of apoptosis is whether the prosurvival Bcl-2 proteins must directly bind Bax to prevent it from permeabilizing the mitochondria, or whether Bax freed from their control would remain inert in the absence of an imposed activation signal. By replacing the invariant aspartate in the Bax BH3 domain with the basic arginine, we greatly impaired its association with its prosurvival relatives (Figs. 1B and 4B). Bax D68R closely resembled WT Bax in localization, activation, and ability to kill cells (Fig. 2A and B and Fig. S2). However, Bcl-xl seems to be the only effective brake on Bax D68R, because its absence, downregulation by RNAi, or selective inactivation rendered several types of mouse cells vulnerable to killing by Bax D68R but not WT Bax (Figs. 2D and 3 and Fig. S3). This mutation thus seems to confine Bax regulation to a single antagonist, and when that barrier is compromised, its prodeath activity is unleashed. Collectively, these findings argue that the prosurvival proteins must keep Bax in check and that this function most likely relies largely on their ability to engage Bax via its BH3 domain.

Intriguingly, our data indicate that Bcl-xl can also restrain Bax in a manner not shared with the other prosurvival family members. Overexpression of Bcl-xl but not the others protected bcl-x⁻/⁻ cells from killing by Bax D68R (Fig. 3). That result cannot readily be accounted for by residual ability of Bcl-xl to engage the Bax D68R BH3 domain, because Bcl-xl did not bind a Bax D68R BH3 peptide more tightly than Bcl-2 or Bcl-w (Fig. 4B). Nevertheless, the protective function of Bcl-xl may still rely on weak binding to another region of full-length Bax. Consistent with direct binding, Bcl-xl could block the growth inhibition of yeast by Bax D68R (Fig. 4A) and, unlike WT Bcl-xl, a Bcl-xl mutant incapable of binding Bax failed to protect bcl-x⁻/⁻ cells against Bax D68R (Fig. 3C). Notably, previous structure-based mutagenesis of Bcl-xl also suggested that it could suppress Bax-mediated cell death in a manner not requiring binding via the Bcl-xl groove (30). The step of Bax activation regulated specifically by Bcl-xl is as yet unknown and might involve its conformational change, translocation to the membrane, membrane integration, or oligomerization. Pertinently, very recent studies using recombinant Bcl-xl and Bax in a cell-free system suggest that Bcl-xl can regulate several of these steps (31).

---

*Fig. 5.* Enhanced killing when Bax D68R is forced onto membranes. (A) MEF may possess sufficient endogenous Bcl-xl (blue) to counter the small fraction of membrane-bound Bax D68R (orange) (Fig. 2A). This capacity might be overwhelmed if the predominantly cytosolic Bax D68R is driven onto membranes. (B) Bax S184L is fully functional. The viability of reconstituted bax⁻/⁻baka⁻/⁻ MEF (as described in Fig. 2A) after etoposide treatment (0–10 μM) for 24 h was assessed by propidium iodide exclusion using flow cytometry. (C) Combining the deregulated D68R mutation with S184L enhances Bax-mediated apoptosis. Colony formation was assessed for parental bax⁻/⁻baka⁻/⁻ MEF, or these MEF stably overexpressing Bcl-xl, after infection with retroviruses expressing WT Bax or mutant (D68R, S184L, or D68R/S184L) forms of Bax. Data represent means ± 1 SEM of 3 or more independent experiments. Results were compared using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t tests. ns, P > 0.05.
Two recent studies characterizing other Bax BH3 mutants (12, 32) reached divergent conclusions about its regulation. Kim et al. (12) reported that Bax bearing the double mutation L70A/D71A, or Bax with the analogous I82A/N83A mutations, could still induce death in \( bax^{-/-}\) cells but not in \( bak^{-/-}\) cells treated with cytotoxic drugs, but not in cells coimmunoprecipitated with Bcl-xL, Mcl-1, or Bcl-2 (Bcl-w was not examined). They therefore concluded that Bax and Bak remain inactive when the prosurvival proteins cannot bind them (i.e., that activation of Bax and Bak relies on their direct engagement by certain BH3-only proteins). In contrast, Zhou et al. (32) reported that both the L70A and the D71A mutation perturb the Bax structure, drive it to the membrane, and render it fully active, as we confirmed for L70A (Fig. 4D). In any case, because Bax D68R failed to coimmunoprecipitate with any prosurvival protein (Fig. 1B) but was still inhibited by Bcl-xL, Bax L70A/D71A (and the analogous Bak mutant) might be constrained by one or more prosurvival proteins, at an affinity not readily detectable by coimmunoprecipitation.

The proposed ability of certain BH3-only proteins, namely tBid, Bim, and perhaps Puma, to directly engage and activate Bax (see the Introduction) would not readily account for our results. Both Bad and its mimic ABT-737, neither of which bind Bax, selectively killed cells bearing Bax D68R (Fig. 2D and Fig. S3A). Moreover, Bax D68R (but not WT Bax) killed cells lacking Bcl-xL, without any additional cytotoxic stimulus for activating BH3-only proteins (Fig. 3 and Fig. S3E). Although inactivation or downregulation of Bcl-xL arguably might free an associated BH3-only “activator” of Bax, the death induced specifically by Bax D68R was not blocked by overexpression of other prosurvival proteins (Fig. 3C), which can bind all of the proposed activator BH3-only proteins (16). Nevertheless, these results do not exclude the possibility that, in other circumstances, BH3-only proteins or nonfamily proteins can directly activate Bax.

Association of Bax with the mitochondrial membrane via its C-terminal anchor is necessary but not sufficient for its proapoptotic activity (27). As expected if the mitochondrial outer membrane is the critical site for control of Bax by its prosurvival relatives (Fig. 5A), targeting Bax D68R to that membrane tipped the balance toward cell death: expression of Bax D68R/S184L but not Bax D68R killed \( bax^{-/-}\) \( bak^{-/-}\) cells (Fig. 5C and Fig. S4D). We conclude that the membrane localization allows more of the double mutant to form an active conformer (see below) than can be neutralized by endogenous Bcl-xL. Consistent with this idea, increasing the Bcl-xL level rescued long-term cell survival (Fig. 5C).

Although the affinity of Bcl-xL for the Bax D68R BH3 peptide was very weak, the true affinities for the full-length proteins on the mitochondrial membrane probably considerably exceed those measured in vitro with truncated recombinant proteins and peptides (Fig. 4B), which may not fully replicate interactions between the full-length proteins in vivo (33). Localization to the 2D membrane surface should greatly increase their effective local concentrations, and integration of their C-termini into the membrane may both aid docking of the Bax BH3 domain into the receptor groove and promote association of other parts of the proteins.

**Model for Bax Regulation.** Our most intriguing result is that release of Bax from all prosurvival control inside cells seems sufficient to unshackle its proapoptotic activity, seemingly without the need for any additional induced activation signal. We infer therefore that a small proportion of Bax must exist in a primed state or readily adopt that state. Because the BH3 domains of Bax (6, 8, 34) and Bak (35, 36) are required for homo-oligomerization as well as association with prosurvival relatives, we propose that primed Bax is a minor conformer with its BH3 domain accessible to the prosurvival proteins. Because cytosolic Bax is monomeric and has its BH3 domain buried (9), apparently hydrogen-bonded to the C-terminal helix (32), the primed Bax most likely forms on the membrane. Pertinently, only a small proportion of Bax is required to trigger apoptosis (18, 19).

We suggest that a crucial role of the prosurvival family members is to capture any Bax (or Bak) with its BH3 domain exposed to prevent those molecules from nucleating Bax (or Bak) oligomerization. How primed Bax forms is not clear. It might form in part spontaneously, given that mild heat (37) or detergents (38) can induce an active conformation in Bax, but postranslational modifications may well also contribute. For example, Bax phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, particularly on S184 (28, 39), may well regulate its translocation to membranes. New reconstitution systems (e.g., ref. 31), should help to clarify the mechanisms.

Our working model for Bax regulation (Fig. 6) thus envisions that, on the mitochondrial outer membrane, there is a minor Bax conformer with its BH3 exposed, formed by a mechanism yet to be defined. Any prosurvival relative with an unoccupied groove captures this primed form (Fig. 6A). However, if cellular insults have blocked synthesis of the prosurvival proteins, induced their degradation, or activated BH3-only proteins that inactivate them (Fig. 6B), the primed Bax can now self-associate, as shown recently for Bak (36). Autoactivation by recruitment of more Bax from the cytosol (31, 40) may then propagate the larger multimers thought to permeabilize the outer mitochondrial membrane, leading to activation of the caspases that dismantle the cell.
apoptotic program (Fig. 6C). In this model, prosurvival constraint is essential to preclude induction of cell death by Bax and presumably also by Bak.

Because our results suggest that tight binding of Bax by the prosurvival proteins is not required to restrain it, the threshold for apoptosis may be determined in large part by the proportion of prosurvival relatives that remain unoccupied by BH3-only proteins. The BH3-only proteins appear to titrate the prosurvival proteins to initiate apoptosis. In certain situations Bim or Puma seems to be rate-limiting, given that loss of a single *bim* or *puma* allele impairs apoptosis of certain cells (41, 42). Thus, the balance between BH3-only and prosurvival proteins may largely determine how readily Bax and Bak become activated.

Other evidence supports our conclusion that the ability of Bcl-2 homologues to bind Bax or Bak is essential to prevent apoptosis. Bak, which interacts with both Mcl-1 and Bcl-xL, drove cell death when both Mcl-1 and Bcl-xL were eliminated (17). Likewise, because all of the prosurvival proteins bind WT Bax (Fig. 1J), Bax provoked apoptosis if and only if all were neutralized, but Bcl-2 could not restrain a Bax BH3 mutant (K64A) lacking detectable Bcl-2 binding (15). Furthermore, the prosurvival function of the viral distant Bcl-2 orthologue M11L relies on its binding Bax and Bak rather than BH3-only proteins (43). Finally, the lifespan of anucleate platelets is limited by the availability of Bcl-xL to engage Bak (44).

The findings reported here, together with these other recent observations, rule out sequestration of BH3-only proteins as the sole function of the prosurvival Bcl-2 family members. Instead, we suggest that the Bcl-2-like proteins form a crucial barrier to apoptosis, in part by their ability to bind the BH3-exposed conformers of Bax and Bak, thereby preventing full activation of these critical cell death mediators (Fig. 6). However, once levels of the relevant prosurvival proteins fall below a certain threshold, owing to their elimination or neutralization by BH3-only proteins, Bax and Bak apparently become free to launch the apoptotic program.

**Materials and Methods**

**Expression Constructs.** N-terminally HA- or FLAG-tagged mammalian expression vectors for WT or mutant human Bax, human or mouse Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bcl-w, or Mcl-1 were made by subcloning into pEF PGKpuro or pEF PGKhydro vectors (16, 45). Retroviral expression constructs were made by subcloning into pMSCV-IRE5-GFP (47) or vectors with the GFP cassette replaced with hygromycin (15) or puromycin resistance genes. Those expressing BH3-only proteins have been described in ref. 16. The mir30-style shRNA pMSCV-LMP retroviral vectors (48) were kindly provided by Michael Hemmann (Massachusetts Institute of Technology); the hairpin target sequences are 5′-TAATCAGTATGCAAGGGCGGA for bcl-2 and 5′-TAATCAGTACGAGCCGCTCG for bcl-xL. Yeast expression vectors were made by subcloning the cDNAs for the full-length prosurvival proteins or Bax, respectively, into the pGALL(TRP)1 and pGALS(LEU2) vectors (25).

The inserts and mutations were verified by sequencing; details of oligonucleotides and constructs are available from the authors.

**Structural Analysis.** Structural coordinates were from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/), and representations were produced using PyMOL (49).

**Flow Cytometric Analysis.** Transgene or retroviral gene expression was confirmed by flow cytometric analysis of fixed, permeabilized cells, as described previously (45, 50), as was flow cytometric detection of activated Bax with the mouse monoclonal anti-Bax antibody (clone 3; BD Biosciences) (17, 51). The samples were analyzed using a FACScan (BD Biosciences).

**Binding Assays.** Relative binding affinity was determined in solution competition assays using the Biacore 3000, as previously described (16).